
 

Level 4B  Curriculum   (second year student curriculum) 
 
Warm Up - Move Stage Right to Left, using three panels “sections” of the dance floor 
*Chasse Right across the floor, arms behind back  (Stage Right to Left) 
*Chasse Left across the floor, arms behind back  (Stage Left to Right) 
*Alternate Right and left across the floor, alternate arms  (Stage Right to Left) 
*Go to barre for stretch in second position, both feet on floor for hamstring stretch 
 
*Preparation for combos: Por de bras ½ at barre, full in center, end in low first and wait 
for teacher to say “thank you”, stand in 1st w hands behind back while waiting 
  
Plies  (at the barre)    
A)  2 deme plies (standard arms), 1 grande (standard arms), stretch, tendu and weight 
change to next position (let go of the barre in second and do not “shift” feet) 
B)  balance in first, arms in 5th 
 
Tendu/Degage  (center assign permanent lines for the semester)

  
*Varied combos each week (give verbally first, then demonstrate) Repeat COMBO in Degage.  
*Vary speed, difficulty, accent, direction and weight  
 
Weight Transfer  (center)   
A) from 5th: tendu 12 (arms in 2nd), weight change forward (plie/arms in high 1st) 34, push 
back on to supporting straight let leg 56(arms second) close 78  front, second, back 
B) Weight transfer side 12, side 34, two glissade 56, 78 
Right and Left 
 
Ron de Jambes (center) 
Vary combo each session, but always include: 
A) Quarters  (a terre and en lair)  
B) Full (a terre and en lair)  
C) degage front 1-4, rond to side 56, close 78, degage second 1-4, rond to back, close 78, 
reverse  (working on hold turn out) 
  
Sur le coud de pied/Frappe//Pas de Cheval  (at the barre)  
A) Wrap in sur le coud de pied (arms in H1st)  
B) battu in sur le coud de pied  
C) flex foot on 8, Frappes (number depends on music), Pas De Cheval (number depends on 
music)  
  
Passe/Develope  (center)   
A) from 1st, plie 78, “jump” to passe 1-4, rise up (arms to 5th) 56, plie in 1st 78  R/L x 4 
B) “jump” to passe 1-4, develope to degage 56, close 1st 78  front/side/back 
 
 
 
 



 

Fondus   (center)   
A) from 5th: coupe/fondu, degage, pique, close 5th (front, side, back), coupe/plie back, pas 
de bourre, changema, Left 
B) add sousous when going into 5th after the pique 
 
Chainne (center - back to front)   
A) face away from bar, head guide, rise up 1-2, flip/flop 34, 56, down 78, repeat 
B) moving from back to front, rise up in 1st 1-8, chainnes (students must stay in 1st position) 
 
Pique  (center - back to front)   
from back to front, 2 Breakdown/Slow, 2 with turns 
 
Battements (barre)   
A) from 1st, tendu, close, degage, close, battement 90*, tendu, close (en croise) 
B) vary combo  
 
8 Body Positions (center)   
A) 8 body positions with tendu/plie, promenade to next position  
 
Promenade (center) 
A) Link fingers in high first, passe 12, promenade en dehor to back and close on 8, passe R 
again 12, promenade to front en dedan to front, close on 8  Right/Left 
B) Promenade in degage 
 
Center Jumps   
Vary combos that include changemas, echappes, pas de bourres and assembles 
 
Center Turns (center)  
A) Quarter Turns:  Tendu, Plie in 5th, quarter turn and land in 5th  (En dehor, Right and Left) 
B) Add half turns to the combo when quarter turns look good 
 
Center Turns (center)  
 
Ballet Walks, Runs, Walts  (corner to corner) 
Walks and Runs: High deme, turned out, using arms 
Waltz - introduce concept  (work on down, up, up) 
 
Jetes (corner to corner) 
Moving through 1st, continual leaps 
 
Reverance  
 Quick bows, stretch splits, progress charts 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Concepts to be taught, understood and mastered for Level 4 and beyond: 
 
Patterns – the ability to learn and execute a simple combo without looking at neighbor or demonstrator  **teach 
students how to recognize patterns, how to reverse patterns  
 
Core – know what the core is and the steps to engage * teacher should explain and help students to understand 
and execute: lift kegal muscle, snap belly button to  spine, tie your corset to close your ribs, shoulders down, 
energy out the top of your head...even younger children can at least do “snap your belly button closed” 
 
Stability – have the ability to stand solid in a position (2 feet or 1 foot), holding arms and core *teacher can 
lightly push student from behind, in front or press down or up on arms while holding a position 
 
Strength – student should be able to balance in positions, hold a leg to (Level 4 degage, Level 5 90*), and 
execute large jumps (1st, 2nd, echappe, jete) 
 
Mechanics – student should be able to hold their frame at the barre and in center (hips/shoulder form a 
rectangle, correct arm position in 2nd (elbows in front of body), students should not be pronating (rolling while 
standing in ANY position), students understand what turn out is and is not, and can hold their turn out from their 
hips while performing skills and combos  
 
Weight/Weight Changes/Transitions – dancers are learning to find where their weight is **eleve, or lean 
forward and back and then find the middle, they are able to keep their weight center while working on one leg, 
and know where their weight should be in transfers, students know how to do a weight change using their feet 
(not their upper body), students are learning about and understanding what transitions are and are able to 
execute them (pas de bourres, chainnes, chasses, bourres, ballet walks and runs) 
 
Floor – Students should begin learning how the floor relates to their dancing.  Sound (loud when not using plie), 
resistance (when working feet), go to floor for correction or to help student understand a concept 
 
Purpose – Students should know what something IS (vocab), WHY we do it, HOW to do it correctly, and where 
does the move ORIGINATE from (what part of the body initiates the move), **for example, a frappe is pulled 
back from the hip, not from the heel, weight changes initiated by feet 
 
Sur Le Coud de Pied – sur le coud de pied aligns hips/knees/ankles/toes to properly execute frappe, coupe, 
pass, pas de cheval, fondu...even tendu and degage....and is the natural fix for sickling..students should be able 
to “self correct” by going to this position  
 
Accents – students should know what moves require an accent frappe, pique, *degage (*when asked for), all 
other movements break down into halves 
 
Building Blocks -  Students should know the breakdown of movements **a chainne is from first position, a 
battement consists of a tendu and degage going up and coming back down, chasses are 4th, soutenue, 4th, etc. 
 
Finshing - make sure students hold 1st position when completing a combo and wait for the teacher to say 
“Thank you” 
 
 


